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Communicated by I. N. Herstein, October 9, 1968
In [3] Schaf er has defined generalized standard rings as rings satisfying the identities Schaf er determines the structure of simple, finite-dimensional generalized standard algebras of characteristic not 2 or 3 by showing that they must be either commutative Jordan or alternative. Previously one of the authors [2] had studied accessible rings t which are defined by the identities The structure of accessible rings is determined in that paper as it turns out that an accessible prime ring must be either associative or commutative. Both of these results generalize some results on standard algebras by Albert [l] .
In the present announcement we define an even more general class of rings called generalized accessible, as those satisfying the identities and (1) . The following schematic diagram shows that generalized accessible is implied by commutative as well as by alternative, and also by identities (1) From this result one obtains immediately all the previous results on prime accessible, generalized standard, as well as standard rings. Moreover the usual extension of the Jacobson radical (as in the alternative case) leads to a similar result for semisimple rings.
We shall present here an outline of the proof of the Main Theorem. Details will appear elsewhere.
LEMMA 0. (1) and (3) imply the following: *, (s,y,y) 
Thus, a ring satisfying (1) and (3) is generalized accessible and clearly any accessible ring is generalized accessible.
From now on we assume R is a generalized accessible ring of characteristic 5^ 2, 3. 
